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0. INTRODUCTION 
In [Dl] we interpreted the local L-factors of mixed motives as regularized de- 
terminants on certain infinite dimensional spaces. Using some of the material in 
that paper it is easily possible to give a formula for the determinant part of non- 
archimedian local c-factors in terms of regularized (super-)dimensions. This will 
be done in the first section of the present note. Looking at the formula it is pos- 
sible to guess what an analogue at the archimedian primes should be. This ana- 
logous expression for the e-factor at infinity is established in 9 2. In my opinion it 
is the first conceptually satisfying formula for these e-factors which had been 
introduced by Deligne [De] for pure motives and by Fontaine and B. Perrin-Riou 
in the mixed case. 
I would like to thank F. Oort for inviting me to Utrecht where part of this note 
was written and J. de Jong, R. de Jeu and J. Stienstra for many interesting mathe- 
matical discussions. I would also like to thank J-P. Serre for suggesting some 
years ago to look for an infinite dimensional interpretation of the archimedian 
E-factors. 
1. THE NON-ARCHIMEDIAN E-FACTORS 
Let K/Qp be a finite extension with galois group GK, inertia group I and Weil 
group WK. Let 6 be the residue class field of K and F E GK/Z = G, the geo- 
metric Frobenius automorphism i.e. F -’ (x) = x4 for x E K where q is the order 
of K. 
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Let EA be a finite extension of QI for some I # p and consider a X-adic rep- 
resentation VA of W, and its semi-simplification VT. Fix an embedding 
L : Ex L-) @. Given choices of a Haar measure dx and a non-trivial character I./J of 
K the E-factor of VA relative to L is given by: 
(1.1) E( VA, $, dx, s)~ = ~(p, t/j, dx)q-s”(h) 
bdet(-P 1 (VT)‘) 
Ldet(-F 1 Vi) ’ 
e.g. [T] (4.2.4). Here, E(P, ?,/I, dx) is the local non-abelian c-factor of Langlands 
and Deligne [De] 4.1, [T] (3.4.1) associated to the representation with open kernel 
p of WK on VT 8,~ @ and 
CZ( VA) = a(p) + dim( VT)’ - dim Vl 
where a(p) is the Artin conductor of p. 
Using the formalism of [Dl], §$j 1,2 we can rewrite the determinants in this 
formula in terms of certain regularized super-dimensions. For this we have to 
recall some material from [Dl]. 
1.2. Let V be a finite dimensional @-vector space with the action of an auto- 
morphism F which will be the Frobenius in the applications below. By identify- 
ing F with the loop e-2Kir for 0 5 t 5 1 in ~1 (C*, 1) we can view V as a repre- 
sentation of 7~ (C*, 1) and hence as a local system of @-vector spaces on G*. By 
the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence ED it corresponds to a regular singular al- 
gebraic differential equation UI( V) on C&J and hence to a module over the non- 
commutative ring C[z, z-‘1 [O,] where C[ z, z-l] is the coordinate ring of G,,J and 
0, = (2+/lag q)z(d/dz). Making the substitution z = exp( (27ri/log q) I‘) we will 
view D(V) as an [LK[@]-module where 
kK=@[exp(z<),exp(-g<)] Co(c) and @=$. 
The reason for the normalization involving q becomes clear in (1.5). 
1.3. Let cp be an endomorphism of a complex vector space D of countable di- 
mension. We say that dim, (ip ) D) exists if the following conditions hold: 
(1) D = &C D, where the D, are p-invariant finite dimensional subspaces 
such that (Y is the only eigenvalue of cp ( D, if D, # 0. 
(2) The spectral Dirichlet series of cp 
where a-’ = Ic)ilPseP is Arg u , -TT < Arg o < 7r 
and m, = dim D, converges absolutely for Re s >> 0 and has a holomorphic 
continuation C&(S) to Re s > --E for some E > 0. 
Under conditions (1) and (2) we set 
dim,(cp ) D) = C,(O) + dim DO. 
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We say that the regularized super-dimension sdim,(cp 1 D) exists in the strict 
sense if (1) is satisfied and dim,((p* ) D *) exist for cp* = cp 1 D* with 
D+=@D, where cti = 0 or (Y # 0 and - r < Arg Q: < 0 
D-=@D,, where cv # 0 and 0 < Arg o I r. 
n 
We then set 
(1.4) sdim,(cp 1 D) = d im,(cp+ 1 D+) - dim,(cp- 1 D-). 
Note that sdim,(cp 1 D) may also be viewed as a kind of n-invariant in the sense 
of Atiyah-Patodi-Singer. For finite dimensional D we have 
sdim,(cpI D) = dimD+ - dimD_. 
In [Dl] (2.8) the following is shown: 
Proposition 1.5. Let V be a$nite dimensional C-vector space with an automor- 
phism F and let D(V) be the corresponding [IK[@]-module as in (1.2). Then for all 
s E @, 6 > 0 the regularized super-dimensions 
sdim,(S(s - 0) ( D(V)) 
exist in the strict sense and we have: 
det(-q-“F ) V)-’ = exp(i-ir sdim,(S(s - 0) 1 D(V))). 
Let us set 
v’ = vx’ @‘Eh,, @ and VSS.l = (VT)’ cE3’Eh,, cc.
These are finite dimensional @-vector spaces with an action of the geometric 
Frobenius F E G,y/Z. Hence we can form D( V’) and KD( Vss,‘). By the proposi- 
tion we have for all s E C. S > 0 that 
(1.6) 4 VA, 6, dx, s), = E(P, $11 dx) C+) 
exp(ix sdim,(S(s - 0) / D(V’))) 
exp(ir sdim,(S(s - 0) 1 D( V$“)‘))). 
Fix the measure do x such that s,, do x = 1 and an additive character $0 such that 
OK is the largest ideal in K on which $0 is trivial. If p is unramified e.g. p = 1 it is 
known that E( p, +o, do x) = 1 and hence we have in this very simple case: 
(1.7) ~(V~r$ordox,s), = 
exp(ir sdim,(S(s - 0) I D( V’))) 
exp(ir sdim,(6(s - 0) I D( Vs”.I))) 
In the next section we will give a formula of the same form for the archimedian 
&-factors using the analogues constructed in [Dl] $5 5,6 of the functors ED and 
v, H v’. 
2. THE ARCHIMEDIAN E-FACTORS 
We denote by M7& the category of real mixed Hodge structures 
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(H, W. H, F’Hc). By MT& we denote the category of real mixed Hodge struc- 
tures equipped with an involution F, which respects the weight filtration and 
whose @-linear extension F, to Hc maps F’Hc into F’Hc. 
For a number field E/Q of finite degree and a Q-linear category A let d(E) be 
the E-linear category of objects A in A with multiplication by E 
E--tEndA,l t-+idA 
and with the evident morphisms. 
2.1. For H in MT-LK(E) where K = C or [w consider the E ~3 C-invariant Iiltra- 
tion 
y”Hc = F”Hc n FVHc 
of He. For K = Iw it is F,-invariant. 
For any embedding 0 : E -+ C let e, denote the corresponding idempotent in 
E@Candset 
h,, = dime e,,(Grg Hc) and n,,, = dimo e, (Gr,” He). 
IfK= [Wset 
n * v, a = dime e,(Gr,” Hc)* 
where f denotes the f 1 eigenspace of Fm. 
Let de x be [K : R] times the Lebesgue measure of K and set @a(x) = 
exp(2+ TrK,n(x)). Following [F-PR] one defines for any H in M’FIK(E) 
and 
&(H, $0, do x, s), = ‘C”y(h”,~-fl,,,)+s,n~,+(l_6”)n,, l if K = [w 
~(H,y!~~,dox,s), = (-l)c~u@‘~g~n~u) if K = C, 
where S, = 0 if v is even and S, = 1 if v is odd. Note that these E-factors are in- 
dependent of s. Via the canonical identification of E @ @ with @Hom(EIC) they 
combine to give the (E 8 C)* valued e-factor of H c.f. [F-PR], [D2] (3.3). 
2.2. Let .TilK be the (exact) additive category of finite dimensional complex 
vector spaces V with a decreasing filtration Fil’ I’ such that Fil’ V = 0 for r < 0, 
Fil’ V = V for r B 0 and in case K = R equipped with an involution F, which 
respects the filtration and induces (- 1)’ on Gr’ V. Morphisms are supposed to 
respect the filtration and in case K = R to commute with F,. 
According to [Dl] 06 the analogue of the functor V, H VI of section one is 
given by the E-linear extension of the functor 
with 
V((H, W.H, F’Hc)) = (Hc, Fil’Ho = F’Hc fl F’Hc) 
in case K = @ and 
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V( (H, W.H, F’Hc, F,)) = (Hc, Fil’Hc = (F’Hc UT F’Hc)(-‘)’ 
@ (F r+l& ” F’+‘f&)(-‘1 ‘+I, Fm) 
in case K = R. Here the exponent &l denotes the f 1-eigenspace of F,. 
2.3. As an analogue of the functor VA H V1,ss of 9 1 we propose the E-linear 
extension of the functor: 
mapping H to GrF Hc with filtration Fil’GrF Hc = Gr;r Hc and in case K = R 
with involution F, = (- 1)‘. 
2.4. Set eK = [C : K] and consider the subring 
ki = C[exp(+K [)] c c?(c) 
equipped with the derivation 0 = d/d[. We obtain a functor Df from F’I’lK into 
[Ll[O]-modules which are free of finite rank over IL; as follows. On 
& = C[exp(E), ew(-01 c WC) 
consider the filtration and involution given by 
Fil’& = exp(-rf)@kv-01, F,(exp(-0) = ev(t3. 
For V in F’iZc set 
D+(V) = Fil”( V @a, II,,) 
an LL = Fil’B,,-module with action by 0 ^ id @ d/d{. 
For V in Fib set 
Df( V) = Fil”( V @c B,,)Fm=id 
an U_& = (Fil”B,,)F” =id -module with action by 0 Z id @ dld[. 
The functor Df is the analogue for archimedian K of the functor D recalled in 
section one. 
Remark. As for analogies recall from [Dl] that D and [13ri are exact and yield 
equivalences of categories onto their essential images in the categories of kK[@]- 
resp. [L@]-modules. The functors VA H V’ and V are left exact whereas the 
functors VI, t-+ Vr,ss and Gri are exact. The regularized determinant of 
((l/279@ - 0)) on D(V’) resp. D+(ll(H)) exists for all s E @ and its inverse 
equals the local L-factor of VA resp. H. 
In [Dl] (5.2) and remark we have shown: 
Proposition 2.5. For V in FilK set d,, = Gr” V. Then for all s E @, 6 > 0 we have: 
dim,(6(s - 0) 1 Df( V)) = dim V + & C vd,. 
v 
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Since almost all eigenvalues of 0 on D+(V) are negative integers it follows that 
the regularized super-dimension of S(s - 0) on D’(V) exists in the strict sense 
and 
(2.6) sdim,(S(s - 0) 1 D+(V)) s - dim,(S(s - 0) 1 Kbf( V))mod 2Z. 
In the following having fixed an extension E/Q we will view V, Gri as functors: 
An index g at an object of one of these categories will mean its image under the 
corresponding idempotent e, in E @ @. 
The first formula in the following proposition is the promised analogue for the 
archimedian c-factor of formula (1.7). 
Proposition 2.7. For H in M’HK(E), s E C, 6 > 0 and any embedding a : E -+ 62 
we have 
&(H,+o,dox,& = 
exp(i7r sdim,(S(s - 0) 1 D+(V(H),)) 
exp(iT sdim,(b(s - 0) ( D+((Grr Hc),)) 
or equivalently 
c(H, $0, do x, s),, = 
exp(ir sdim,(S(s - 0) ) D+((Gri Hc),)) 
exp(i7r dim,(S(s - 0) 1 D+(V(H),)) . 
Proof. Because of (2.6) it suffices to check the second formula. Setting 
dv,” = dimGr”(V(H),) 
and recalling that 
h - dim(Gri Hc), V.” - 
we have by (2.5): 
D := dim,(S(s - 0) 1 D’((Gr;Hc)C)) - dim,(6(s - 0) 1 D’(V(H),)) 
= $ T +,,n - 6,). 
If K = C then Gr” V(H) = Gr,” Hc hence d,,, = n,,, and we are done. 
If K = R it is easy to see that there is an exact sequence 
0 --+ (Gr,“+’ Hc)(-‘)~ --f Gr”V(H) --+ (Gr,” Hc) - ( 1)” + 0 
and hence that 
D = ; C v(h,,, 
” 
Now 
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since n,,, = n,+, + n;,. Hence we have 
~~~Cv(h~,,-n,;,)+6,n,f.+(l_S,)n,, 
” 
and the assertion follows for K = R as well. 0 
Remarks 2.8. (1) Comparing (2.7) and (1.7) one is tempted to think of ‘reduction 
at infinity’ to be semistable (- p = 1). 
(2) (J. de Jong) For K = C we have according to the remark before [Dl] (6.3): 
D+(V(H)) = Fil”( (Hc, F’HC) @c Bar)c=id @rw @ 
where c acts by complex conjugation on Hc = H @R C resp. by complex con- 
jugation on the coefficients of the Laurent polynomials in I&,. On the other hand 
it is clear that: 
D’(Gri Hc) E D+((H~,F’H~)) = Fil”((H~,F’H~) 8~ 4,). 
Using these expressions one gets a non-canonical injection 
au : ~‘OW),) of D+((Gri ffd,) 
of 1Lg-modules. Since both have [L:-rank equal to dim H it follows that coker CY, 
is a finite dimensional C-vector space whence 
exp(i~dimm(@ - 0) I D+((Gr$ H@)c)) =exp(i~dim(coker ~ 
exp(indim,(S(s - 0) 1 D’(V(H),)) 
0 
)I, 
Thus we see without explicitly calculating its value that the left hand side is fl 
for K = C. Of course we are not reduced to a finite dimensional space in case 
K = R. 
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